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Re:       DGA Action (C00503789) April - July Monthly Reports

Dear Ms. Benitz:

I write in response to your letters regarding DGA Action?s April ? July Monthly Reports.
DGA Action uses best efforts to obtain, maintain and submit the information required by the Federal Election Campaign
Act.
First, DGA Action?s solicitations include a clear and conspicuous request for the donor?s information and inform the
donor that federal law requires DGA Action to use its best efforts to collect and report the name, mailing address,
occupation and name of employer of individuals whose contributions exceed $200 in a calendar year.
Second, when DGA Action receives a contribution from a donor that, when aggregated with other contributions from that
donor, exceeds $200 in a calendar year and the donor does not provide the information described above, DGA Action makes
a written or oral request for that information within 30 days.  These requests clearly ask for the missing information,
without soliciting a contribution; inform the contributor that federal law requires DGA Action to collect and report
such information; and, if made in a written letter, include a pre-addressed return envelope.

Third, DGA Action will file with its next regularly scheduled report ? and each report thereafter ? an amended memo
Schedule A disclosing all contributions for which the donor information, described above, was received after the
original report was filed.  The amended memo Schedule A will also include the dates and amounts of the contributions and
an indication of the report on which the contributions were originally disclosed.  Pursuant to that policy, DGA will
include in these amended memo Schedule As additional information about the entries that you specifically identified in
your letters, if the donors provide that information in response to the DGA?s written requests described above.

Finally, DGA Action will submit an amended May monthly report to correct the technical error in the previously submitted
report.

I hope that this information resolves your questions.  If you require any additional information, please feel free to
contact me directly.
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